Vehicle navigation systems may support some or all of these services. SiriusXM Traffic Plus, Traffic, NavTraffic®, Travel Link® and NavWeather may be ordered with or without an active SiriusXM satellite radio subscription. If ordered without a SiriusXM satellite radio subscription, the service is sold only as a subscription of one year or longer which will automatically renew thereafter and bill at then-current rates. See website for details.

© 2019 SiriusXM Radio Inc. SiriusXM, Automatic, Pandora and all related logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. and its respective subsidiaries. All other marks, channel names and logos are the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

SIRIUSXM CUSTOMER CARE
1.866.528.7474

To find out what Infotainment services your vehicle is equipped with, go to siriusxm.com/infotainment.

Properly equipped new and eligible pre-owned vehicles come with a trial subscription to one or more SiriusXM Infotainment services.

Features may vary by vehicle hardware. Ask your dealer for details.

YOU’VE GOT A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION TO SIRIUSXM INFOTAINMENT.
SiriusXM Infotainment delivers information* you need

RIGHT TO YOUR
NAVIGATION SCREEN.

Know what’s around the bend before you get there.

• Continuously updated incident coverage of major roadways nationwide
• Alerts on major accidents, construction and road closings
• Coast-to-coast, best-in-class traffic information
• Color-coded roads on your screen show traffic speed in major metro areas

Severe weather alerts, 5-day forecasts, and detailed weather maps

In-game and final scores, plus weekly schedules for your favorite pro and college sports — baseball, basketball, football, motorsports and more

Securities pricing for your personal portfolio†

Detailed information on fuel prices in your area. See fuel type, lowest price, distance and brand name

Station location and plug availability of electric-vehicle charging stations

Detailed local movie theater listings including start times, movie synopsis and ratings

See parking lots and garages, pricing, hours of operation, amenities and space availability‡

* Not all vehicles or devices are capable of receiving all services offered by SiriusXM. Data displays and individual product and feature availability vary by vehicle hardware. Current information and features may not be available in all locations, or on all receivers.
† Travel Link® Stocks displays current price and daily delta of actively reported securities traded on the NYSE® and NASDAQ®. The service is delayed approximately 20 minutes.
‡ Parking information provided by multiple sources.

SiriusXM Infotainment delivers information* you need

Search less. Know more.

SIRIUSXM TRAFFIC PLUS/
TRAFFIC/NAVTRAFFIC

Get the weather before it gets to you.

• Bold and simple graphics, plus visual weather overlays on your screen
• On-screen severe weather alerts
• Current and 3-day forecasts in major cities

SIRIUSXM TRAVEL LINK

NAVWEATHER

NAVWEATHER

Get the weather before it gets to you.

• Bold and simple graphics, plus visual weather overlays on your screen
• On-screen severe weather alerts
• Current and 3-day forecasts in major cities
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